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The West Antarctic Ice Sheet (WAIS) contains enough water to
increase the global sea level by about 15 feet. It is the only marine ice
sheet (i.e., one with much of its base located well below sea level) that
survived the end of the last Ice Age when global temperatures
increased by 10 degrees Fahrenheit about 15,000 years ago. Since late
1960s glaciologists have been pointing to its potential for rapid
collapse, which could be triggered by climate warming. However,
rigorous assessments of future WAIS evolution are hindered by
limited understanding of ice sheet glaciology. These limitations are
largely due to the fact that direct scientific observations of ice sheet
behavior cover barely half a century, with decent spatial coverage
spanning just the last 20 years. Moreover, many hydrological and
mechanical processes controlling ice sheet evolution take place
beneath thick ice and require expensive and logistically challenging
drilling to constrain.
Even at the present time there are significant differences in how
various parts of WAIS behave. WAIS consists of three major drainage
basins emptying into three different marine basins: Ross Sea, Weddell
Sea, and Amundsen Sea. While the Ross Sea sector is experiencing
strong growth and the Weddell Sea drainage basin is approximately in
balance, the Amundsen Sea sector has been loosing mass. This
regional mass loss has recently led to speculations that WAIS is
already experiencing an irreversible collapse. However, continuing
observations and improvements in ice sheet models are needed to
verify this claim. The difficulty with interpreting WAIS behavior and
predicting its future is well illustrated by the recent discovery that this
ice sheet was significantly smaller than (continued on back page)
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Biography: Matthew
James is a Fellow of the California Academy of

NCGS members are invited to attend any of our
NCGS Board meetings held quarterly throughout the
year (except for summer), generally in September,
January, and May, and generally at the CB&I
(formerly Shaw E&I) offices at 4005 Port Chicago
Hwy, Concord, CA 94520. The next board meeting
will occur at this address at 8:30 am on Saturday,
September 23.

NCGS 2017 – 2018 Calendar
October 25, 2017
7:00 pm
Megan Nguyen, UC Davis Center for Watershed
Sciences
Title to be determined
November 29, 2017
Dr. Marjorie Schulz, USGS

7:00 pm

NCGS Outreach At The San
Francisco Gem And Mineral Show

Marine Terraces of California: Landscapes from the
Waves

Saturday, August 19 and Sunday, August 20,
2017

NCGS Field Trips

NCGS outreach members, led by Mark Petrofsky,
assembled the NCGS rock and mineral collection on
two long tables at the annual San Francisco Gem and
Mineral show in San Francisco’s Botanical Garden
Pavilion just inside Golden Gate Park. Mark was
joined by Bill Motzer on both days, and they were

The following potential field trips are in a preliminary
planning stage:
• Geology of Devil's Slide
• Pt. Sal Ophiolite in Santa Barbara Co,
• Convergent Margin Tectonics across Central
California Coast Ranges - Pacheco Pass
• Tuscan Formation volcanic mudflow deposits,
Cascade foothills

Peninsula Geologic Society
PGS may be pulling back on their activities, as there is
only one active officer remaining. For an update on the
future
of
the
society,
go
to
http://www.diggles.com/pgs/#PGSfuture. For a list of
past meetings, abstracts, and field trips go to
http://www.diggles.com/pgs/. The PGS has also posted
guidebooks for downloading, as well as photographs
from recent field trips at this web address. Please check
the website for current details.

UC Berkeley Earth & Planetary
Science Weekly Seminar Series

Steve Mok (on left) and Greg Croft (on right)

Interesting seminars are presented at 141 McCone Hall
(usually) on Thursdays at 4 pm for most of the academic
year, from late August through early May. An interesting
seminar coming up on September 21 is on Cenozoic
Evolution Of Climate, Topography, and Tectonics in the
Patagonian Andes by Mark Brandon of Yale. For an
updated
list
of
seminars,
go
to
http://eps.berkeley.edu/events/seminars.

Welcome back, everyone!
Now: It’s
Renewal Time! Our Year Runs From
September to September. If you haven’t
already renewed, please use the Renewal
Form in previous newsletter, or see the
Treasurer at the meeting at registration time.

Mark explaining the story behind some rocks to some
enthralled attendees.
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ably assisted by Steve Mok and Gregg Croft on
Saturday, and by Gary Probst on Sunday. Although
attendance was somewhat decreased because of the
next day’s solar eclipse, they had many interested
attendees stopping by our tables. A special thanks to
Barbara Matz, NCGS Treasurer and the show’s
organizer and coordinator.

Also, mark your calendar to join them for the 61st
AEG Annual Meeting/13th IAEG Congress in San
Francisco, California on September 17-21, 2018!
AEG is partnering with the International
Association of Engineering Geologists and the
Environment (IAEG) to host the first ever Congress
in the United States in IAEG’s 54-year history.

Upcoming Outreach Events

The 2018 meeting will have a five-day format
featuring prominent national and international
keynote speakers, four days of technical sessions
and symposia, and an all-day Wednesday tour of
local geology for full meeting registrants.

Come and join us by helping to attend our booth!
You may meet some interesting people; generate a
youngster’s interest in rocks and geology; help to raise
our visibility; and may even re-learn some of our
locally significant rocks and minerals! Our next
events:
• Oct. 29th – Cal State East Bay in Concord (to
be confirmed).

For information on monthly meetings as well as
next
year’s
congress,
go
to:
https://online.wr.usgs.gov/calendar/.

Nov. 11th at ATT Park for Bay Area Science
Festival.

USGS Evening Public Lecture Series

If you are interested in helping attend the NCGS
booth, please contact Mark Petrofsky at 510-526-4944
or mpetrof@hotmail.com.

The USGS evening public lecture series events are
free and are intended for a general public audience
that may not be familiar with the science being
discussed. Monthly lectures are usually scheduled
for the last Thursday evening of each month
throughout the year, but are commonly scheduled
for the previous Thursday to accommodate the
speakers. For more information on the lectures, and
for a map of the location, go to:
https://online.wr.usgs.gov/calendar/

•

Bay Area Science
(http://www.bayareascience.org)
This website provides a free weekly emailed
newsletter of an extensive listing of local sciencebased activities (evening lectures, classes, field
trips, hikes, etc. – usually several per week).

Volcanic eruptions drove ancient
global warming event

Also, mark your calendars for the upcoming 7th
annual Bay Area Science Festival, which returns
October 26th – November 11th 2017. The Science
& Health Education Partnership (SEP) at the UC –
San Francisco (UCSF) is producing the festival
alongside a core group of science institutions. The
festival will provide a wide range of science &
technology activities – lectures, debates,
exhibitions, concerts, plays, workshops, etc. –at a
variety of locations throughout the Bay Area.

Warming event that took place 56 million years
ago led to significant ecological disruption and
could shed light on modern climate change

Association of Engineering
Geologists
San Francisco Section
Upcoming Events
Meeting locations rotate between San Francisco, the
East Bay, and the South Bay. Please check the
website for current details.

Layered volcanic rocks in Eastern Greenland that are
up to 4 miles thick were formed during ancient
volcanic eruptions that caused a global warming event
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called the Paleocene-Eocene Thermal Maximum
(PETM).
Credit: Michael Storey, Natural
History Museum of Denmark

"The amount of carbon released during this time was
vast -- more than 30 times larger than all the fossil
fuels burned to date and equivalent to all the current
conventional and unconventional fossil fuel reserves
we could feasibly ever extract." Ridgwell said.

A natural global warming event that took place 56
million years ago was triggered almost entirely by
volcanic eruptions that occurred as Greenland
separated from Europe during the opening of the
North Atlantic Ocean, according to an international
team of researchers that includes Andy Ridgwell, a
University of California, Riverside professor of earth
sciences.

An unexpected finding was that enhanced organic
matter burial was important in ultimately sequestering
the released carbon and accelerating the recovery of
the Earth's ecosystem without massive extinctions.
"Studying the PETM helps us understand the
mechanisms that aid recovery from global warming,
thereby helping researchers reduce the uncertainties
surrounding the Earth's response to global climate
change," Ridgwell said. "While it is encouraging that
most ecosystems were able to adapt during the PETM,
today's global temperature could be increasing at a
rate that is too fast for plants and animals to adjust."

The findings, published today in Nature, refute the
more commonly favored explanation that the event,
called the Paleocene-Eocene Thermal Maximum
(PETM), was caused by the release of carbon from
sedimentary reservoirs such as frozen methane.
"While it has long been suggested that the PETM was
caused by injection of carbon into the atmosphere and
ocean, the mechanism has remained elusive until
now," Ridgwell said. "By combining geochemical
measurements and a global climate model that my
group has been developing for over a decade, we have
shown that this event was caused almost entirely by
carbon emissions from the Earth's interior."

Story Source: Materials provided by University of
California, Riverside. Original written by Sarah
Nightingale.
Journal References: Marcus Gutjahr, Andy
Ridgwell, Philip F. Sexton, Eleni Anagnostou, Paul N.
Pearson, Heiko Pälike, Richard D. Norris, Ellen
Thomas, Gavin L. Foster. Very large release of
mostly volcanic carbon during the Palaeocene–
Eocene Thermal Maximum. Nature, 2017; 548
(7669): 573 DOI: 10.1038/nature23646.

Scientists are interested in studying ancient warming
events to understand how the Earth behaves when the
climate system is dramatically perturbed. During the
PETM, atmospheric carbon dioxide more than
doubled and global temperatures rose by 5 degrees
Celsius, an increase that is comparable with the
change that may occur by later next century on
modern Earth. While there was significant ecological
disruption during the PETM, most species were able
to avoid extinction via adaptation or migration.
However, the rate of carbon addition during the onset
of the PETM lasted for several thousand years, as
described in a related Nature Communications paper
by Sandra Kirtland Turner, an assistant professor of
earth sciences at UCR, whereas current climate
change is occurring on a century time-scale.

Sandra Kirtland Turner, Pincelli M. Hull, Lee R.
Kump, Andy Ridgwell. A probabilistic assessment
of the rapidity of PETM onset. Nature
Communications, 2017; 8 (1) DOI: 10.1038/s41467017-00292-2.

When Life on Earth Was Nearly
Extinguished
By Peter Brannen July 29, 2017

To identify the source of carbon during the PETM, the
researchers studied the remains of tiny marine
creatures called foraminifera, the shells of which shed
light on the environmental conditions when they lived
millions of years ago. By separating the different
atomic masses ('isotopes') of the element boron in the
foraminifera shells, they tracked how the pH of
seawater changed during the PETM. By combining
this data with Ridgwell's global climate model, the
team deduced the amount of carbon added to the
ocean and atmosphere and concluded that volcanic
activity during the opening of the North Atlantic was
the dominant force behind the PETM.
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Photo Credit: Armando Veve

calamities, has turned its attention away from the sky
and toward homegrown killers.

It has been called the “Great Dying.”

Today, in the lonely reaches of Siberia, piles of
ancient basalt stack up, in places, miles thick. During
the height of the End-Permian mass extinction 252
million years ago, this lava would have covered
millions of square miles of what was then the
supercontinent Pangaea. But it wasn’t simply the lava
that nearly exterminated life on earth.

The planet’s most profound catastrophe struck 252
million years ago, at the end of the Permian period,
killing 90 percent of life in the ocean and 75 percent
on land. The fossil record nearly goes silent and
remains startlingly impoverished for millions of years:
trees disappear, bacteria replace coral reefs, insects
hush. What looks like fungus spikes in the fossil
record, perhaps the sepulchral rot of a dying world.

As the work of Dr. Burgess documents, when this
magma started spreading into the shallow crust of
Siberia, it intruded into one of the world’s largest coal
basins, cooking huge deposits of carbon-rich rocks.
The superheated fossil fuels then ruptured at the
earth’s surface in spectacular gas explosions, as
documented by a team led by the Norwegian geologist
Henrik Svensen.

It was as close as earth has ever come to being
sterilized altogether, and would take 10 million years
for the planet to fully recover, setting the stage for the
eventual rise of the dinosaurs.
“The End-Permian mass extinction is unique in earth
history,” said Seth Burgess, a geologist with the
United States Geological Survey. “Nothing else is as
severe, and it’s not even close.”

Though volcanoes in Siberia had already been
erupting for around 300,000 years, Dr. Burgess’s
work indicates that it wasn’t until the magma started
burning through fossil fuels on a colossal scale that
the mass extinction began. The carbon dioxide was
delivered to the atmosphere just as effectively as by
any coal-fired power plant or minivan muffler today.

A growing body of evidence suggests that this ancient
apocalypse was brought on, in large part, by gigantic
emissions of carbon dioxide from volcanoes that
erupted across a vast swath of Siberia. Today the
consequence of quickly injecting huge pulses of
carbon dioxide into the air is discussed as if the threat
exists only in the speculative output of computer
models. But, as scientists have discovered, this has
happened many times before, and sometimes the
results were catastrophic.

In the resulting chaos, as temperatures rose and life
died in the acidifying, oxygen-starved oceans, the
planet nearly lost its pulse. I asked Dr. Burgess what a
time traveler visiting the End-Permian earth would
have experienced. “It would be hot and it would be
terrible,” he said, laughing.

This
month
the
journal
Palaeogeography,
Palaeoclimatology, Palaeoecology published a special
issue that explores a growing body of evidence that
past volcanic releases of carbon dioxide may have
helped drive many of the most extreme die-offs in
earth history.

Though the asteroid that would wipe out the dinosaurs
186 million years later might get more attention, the
Great Dying dwarfs that catastrophe in destruction. It
brought about the end to a less well-known but
similarly fascinating, and much older world — a
supercontinental wilderness stocked with an odd
collection of uncanny pre-mammal forbears and, in
the seas, an archaic hallucination of shells and
tentacles that had prevailed since the dawn of animal
life.

While cautioning that there may have been other
killers involved in these Armageddons, as well, the
paleontologist David Bond and the geologist Stephen
Grasby write in the journal that most mass extinctions
were marked by “global warming, anoxia and ocean
acidification, driven by changes in atmospheric CO2.”
After synthesizing a vast body of literature and
reviewing almost 20 global mass extinctions over the
past half billion years — including the most extreme
ones, the so-called Big Five — the authors concluded
that “large scale volcanism is the main driver of mass
extinctions” and that “most extinctions are associated
with global warming and proximal killers such as
marine anoxia.”

Today humanity plays the role of that primeval
Siberian supervolcano, burning through the world’s
ancient stores of carbon, long buried underground in
the form of oil, coal and natural gas. Though there
were likely other killers afoot in the Great Dying —
like ozone-destroying halocarbons, acid rain and a
heavy dose of toxic heavy metals raining from the
volcanic smog — it was the chemistry-warping pulse
of carbon dioxide that has attracted the most suspicion
for its role in nearly ending the world. And we have
only to look at the modern ocean to see why.

The journal’s special issue reflects a research
community that, failing to find asteroid impacts at the
crime scenes of many of the planet’s worst prehistoric
5

Excess carbon dioxide reacts with seawater to make it
inhospitable to the animals that use carbonate to build
their skeletons. Our modern oceans have already
become 30 percent more acidic since the start of the
Industrial Revolution, and the shells of fluttering
planktonic snails — which form a foundational part of
the food web in the Antarctic and the Pacific
Northwest — have been found pitted with holes in our
newly souring seas.

of Earth and Mineral Sciences at Penn State, told me.
“And rates matter. So today we’re creating a very
difficult environment for life to adapt, and we’re
imposing that change maybe 10 times faster than the
worst events in earth’s history.”
Story Source: July 29, 2017 issue of The New York
Times, article by Peter Brannen, who writes about
science and is the author of The Ends of the World:
Volcanic Apocalypses, Lethal Oceans, and Our
Quest to Understand Earth’s Past Mass Extinctions.

By 2050 the Southern Ocean will no longer be able to
host those creatures, which also form a critical part of
the diet of salmon. Acidification will also doom,
perhaps by midcentury, the already ailing coral reefs
that host 25 percent of the ocean’s biodiversity. And
the world’s shallow oceans are losing oxygen as the
planet warms and nutrient pollution pours in from
agricultural heartlands and urban watersheds.
Paleontologists have seen all these changes before.

Scientists discover 91 volcanoes
below Antarctic ice sheet
This is in addition to 47 already known about
and eruption would melt more ice in region
affected by climate change

It’s still an open question what will result from our
continuing chemistry experiment with the planet, but
the history of mass extinctions counsels extreme
caution.
Luckily, we’re still a long way away from an EndPermian level mass extinction, though some
paleontologists warn that a few more centuries of
environmental excess may well get us there. But you
don’t have to get all the way to the apocalypse before
life begins to get markedly less comfortable.
Even before the United States’ harebrained exit from
the Paris climate agreement, the planet was well off
course from its 3.6-degree Fahrenheit (2-degree
Celsius) target for 2100. We’re currently on pace for
about 7.2 degrees Fahrenheit (4 degrees Celsius) of
warming by the end of the century, a temperature that
at times in the past has meant no ice at either pole. But
the calendar doesn’t stop at the end of the century, and
continued warming beyond that will begin to make
parts of the planet uninhabitable for mammals like
ourselves, because of the dangers of heat stress. And,
as the bleaching of the Great Barrier Reef shows, the
oceans are already struggling to adapt to a warmer,
more acidic world.

Unnamed peaks on the west coast of the Antarctic
peninsula tower over the harsh Antarctic coast.
Photograph: Alamy Stock Photo
Scientists have uncovered the largest volcanic region
on Earth – two kilometers below the surface of the
vast ice sheet that covers west Antarctica.
The project, by Edinburgh University researchers, has
revealed almost 100 volcanoes – with the highest as
tall as the Eiger, which stands at almost 4,000 meters
in Switzerland.
Geologists say this huge region is likely to dwarf that
of east Africa’s volcanic ridge, currently rated the
densest concentration of volcanoes in the world.

Though the Great Dying was truly extreme, and likely
included some stresses beyond the scope of
humanity’s armamentarium, we have emerged as a
formidable geological force in our own right as we
continue to tweak and warp the complex earth systems
that sustain life.

And the activity of this range could have worrying
consequences, they have warned. “If one of these
volcanoes were to erupt it could further destabilize
west Antarctica’s ice sheets,” said glacier expert
Robert Bingham, one of the paper’s authors.
“Anything that causes the melting of ice – which an
eruption certainly would – is likely to speed up the
flow of ice into the sea.

“The rate at which we’re injecting CO2 into the
atmosphere today, according to our best estimates, is
10 times faster than it was during the End-Permian,”
the paleoclimatologist Lee Kump, dean of the College
6

“The big question is: how active are these volcanoes?
That is something we need to determine as quickly as
possible.”

ocean could trigger sea level rises. “We just don’t
know about how active these volcanoes have been in
the past,” Bingham said.

The Edinburgh volcano survey, reported in the
Geological Society’s special publications series,
involved studying the underside of the west Antarctica
ice sheet for hidden peaks of basalt rock similar to
those produced by the region’s other volcanoes. Their
tips actually lie above the ice and have been spotted
by polar explorers over the past century.

However, he pointed to one alarming trend: “The most
volcanism that is going in the world at present is in
regions that have only recently lost their glacier
covering – after the end of the last ice age. These
places include Iceland and Alaska.
“Theory suggests that this is occurring because,
without ice sheets on top of them, there is a release of
pressure on the regions’ volcanoes and they become
more active.”

But how many lie below the ice? This question was
originally asked by the team’s youngest member, Max
Van Wyk de Vries, an undergraduate at the
university’s school of geosciences and a selfconfessed volcano fanatic. He set up the project with
the help of Bingham. Their study involved analyzing
measurements made by previous surveys, which
involved the use of ice-penetrating radar, carried
either by planes or land vehicles, to survey strips of
the west Antarctic ice.

And this could happen in west Antarctica, where
significant warming in the region caused by climate
change has begun to affect its ice sheets. If they are
reduced significantly, this could release pressure on
the volcanoes that lie below and lead to eruptions that
could further destabilize the ice sheets and enhance
sea level rises that are already affecting our oceans.
“It is something we will have to watch closely,”
Bingham said.

The results were then compared with satellite and
database records and geological information from
other aerial surveys. “Essentially, we were looking for
evidence of volcanic cones sticking up into the ice,”
Bingham said.

Story Source: An article written by Robin McKie for
the August 12, 2017 issue of The Guardian (U.K.).

New plate adds plot twist to ancient
tectonic tale

After the team had collated the results, it reported a
staggering 91 previously unknown volcanoes, adding
to the 47 others that had been discovered over the
previous century of exploring the region.

Scientists say Malpelo microplate helps resolve
geological misfit under Pacific Ocean

These newly discovered volcanoes range in height
from 100 to 3,850 meters. All are covered in ice,
which sometimes lies in layers that are more than 4km
thick in the region. These active peaks are
concentrated in a region known as the west Antarctic
rift system, which stretches 3,500km from
Antarctica’s Ross ice shelf to the Antarctic peninsula.
“We were amazed,” Bingham said. “We had not
expected to find anything like that number. We have
almost trebled the number of volcanoes known to
exist in west Antarctica. We also suspect there are
even more on the bed of the sea that lies under the
Ross ice shelf, so that I think it is very likely this
region will turn out to be the densest region of
volcanoes in the world, greater even than east Africa,
where mounts Nyiragongo, Kilimanjaro, Longonot
and all the other active volcanoes are concentrated.”
The discovery is particularly important because the
activity of these volcanoes could have crucial
implications for the rest of the planet. If one erupts, it
could further destabilize some of the region’s ice
sheets, which have already been affected by global
warming. Meltwater outflows into the Antarctic

Misfit plates in the Pacific led Rice University
scientists to the discovery of the Malpelo Plate
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between the Galapagos Islands and the South
American coast.

and Colombia to identify a previously unknown plate
boundary between the Galapagos Islands and the
coast.

Credit: Illustration by Tuo Zhang/Rice University

Previous researchers had assumed most of the region
east of the known Panama transform fault was part of
the Nazca plate, but the Rice researchers determined it
moves independently. "If this is moving in a different
direction, then this is not the Nazca plate," Gordon
said. "We realized this is a different plate and it's
moving relative to the Nazca."

A microplate discovered off the west coast of Ecuador
adds another piece to Earth's tectonic puzzle,
according to Rice University scientists.
Researchers led by Rice geophysicist Richard Gordon
discovered the microplate, which they have named
"Malpelo," while analyzing the junction of three other
plates in the eastern Pacific Ocean.

Evidence for the Malpelo plate came with the
researchers' identification of a diffuse plate boundary
that runs from the Panama Transform Fault eastward
to where the diffuse plate boundary intersects a deep
oceanic trench just offshore of Ecuador and Colombia.

The Malpelo Plate, named for an island and an
underwater ridge it contains, is the 57th plate to be
discovered and the first in nearly a decade, they said.
They are sure there are more to be found.
The research by Gordon, lead author Tuo Zhang and
co-authors Jay Mishra and Chengzu Wang, all of
Rice, appears in Geophysical Research Letters.

"A diffuse boundary is best described as a series of
many small, hard-to-spot faults rather than a ridge or
transform fault that sharply defines the boundary of
two plates," Gordon said. "Because earthquakes along
diffuse boundaries tend to be small and less frequent
than along transform faults, there was little
information in the seismic record to indicate this one's
presence."

How do geologists discover a plate? In this case, they
carefully studied the movements of other plates and
their evolving relationships to one another as the
plates move at a rate of millimeters to centimeters per
year.
The Pacific lithospheric plate that roughly defines the
volcanic Ring of Fire is one of about 10 major rigid
tectonic plates that float and move atop Earth's
mantle, which behaves like a fluid over geologic time.
Interactions at the edges of the moving plates account
for most earthquakes experienced on the planet. There
are many small plates that fill the gaps between the
big ones, and the Pacific Plate meets two of those
smaller plates, the Cocos and Nazca, west of the
Galapagos Islands.

"With the Malpelo accounted for, the new circuit still
doesn't close to zero and the shrinking Pacific Plate
isn't enough to account for the difference either,"
Zhang said. "The nonclosure around this triple
junction goes down -- not to zero, but only to 10 or 11
millimeters a year.

One way to judge how plates move is to study platemotion circuits, which quantify how the rotation speed
of each object in a group (its angular velocity) affects
all the others. Rates of seafloor spreading determined
from marine magnetic anomalies combined with the
angles at which the plates slide by each other over
time tells scientists how fast the plates are turning.

Plate 58, where are you?

"Since we're trying to understand global deformation,
we need to understand where the rest of that velocity
is going," he said. "So we think there's another plate
we're missing."
Gordon is the W.M. Keck Professor of Geophysics.
Zhang and Wang are Rice graduate students and
Mishra is a Rice alumnus. The National Science
Foundation supported the research.
Story Source:
Materials provided by
University. Original written by Mike Williams.

"When you add up the angular velocities of these
three plates, they ought to sum to zero," Gordon said.
"In this case, the velocity doesn't sum to zero at all. It
sums to 15 millimeters a year, which is huge."

Rice

Journal Reference: Tuo Zhang, Richard G. Gordon,
Jay K. Mishra, Chengzu Wang. The Malpelo Plate
Hypothesis and Implications for Non-closure of the
Cocos-Nazca-Pacific
Plate
Motion
Circuit.
Geophysical Research Letters, 2017; DOI:
10.1002/2017GL073704.

That made the Pacific-Cocos-Nazca circuit a misfit,
which meant at least one other plate in the vicinity had
to make up the difference. Misfits are a cause for
concern -- and a clue.
Knowing the numbers were amiss, the researchers
drew upon a Columbia University database of
extensive multibeam sonar soundings west of Ecuador
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threat to marine ecosystems that has scientists
concerned. Triggered largely by human activities,
expanding pockets of anoxic waters throughout the
global ocean are making some fish habitats nonsustainable and having impacts on economically
important fisheries.

New technique offers clues to
measure the deoxygenation of the
ocean

The ocean's oxygen supply is being diminished by a
number of factors. As runoff from fertilizers and
wastewater make their way into the sea, they stimulate
growth in phytoplankton, which process the nutrients
and convert them to organic matter. When the
plankton die and sink, marine microbes consume the
organic matter and use up oxygen in the water during
the process. Hence, larger phytoplankton growth in
surface waters can result in net oxygen loss
throughout the ocean depths.
To determine how fast oxygen loss occurs in the
ocean over long time scales, the researchers studied
ancient seafloor sediments during one of Earth's most
extreme climate change events, known as Oceanic
Anoxic Event 2. It led to a major global extinction of
marine animals 94 million years ago when dinosaurs
roamed Earth. The sediments preserve the thallium
isotope composition of ancient seawater, which
changes depending on the amount of oxygen in the
deep ocean at the time they were deposited.

The living, breathing ocean may be slowly starting to
suffocate, warn researchers.
Credit: © Dudarev Mikhail / Fotolia
The living, breathing ocean may be slowly starting to
suffocate. More than two percent of the ocean's
oxygen content has been depleted during the last half
century, according to reports, and marine "dead
zones" continue to expand throughout the global
ocean. This deoxygenation, triggered mainly by more
fertilizers and wastewater flowing into the ocean, pose
a serious threat to marine life and ecosystems.

The technique involves measuring isotopes of
thallium in the sediments. The relative amount of the
heavier thallium isotope increases as levels of deepmarine oxygen diminish. The researchers applied their
new technique to analyze the oxygen loss from 94million-year-old rock samples drilled below the
seafloor off the coast of Suriname, South America.

Yet despite the critical role of oxygen in the ocean,
scientists haven't had a way to measure how fast
deoxygenation occurs -- today, or in the past when socalled major "anoxic events" led to catastrophic
extinction of marine life.

The research began when Chadlin Ostrander (now, a
Ph.D. student at Arizona State University) was an
undergraduate Summer Student Fellow and Jeremy
Owens (now an assistant professor at Florida State
University) was a postdoctoral scientist at WHOI,
working with Nielsen.

Now, researchers at the Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institution, Arizona State University, and Florida State
University have, for the first time, developed a way to
quantify how fast deoxygenation occurred in ancient
oceans. The research was published Aug. 9, 2017, in
the journal Science Advances.

"We dissolved the rocks in our lab," explained
Ostrander, "and then chemically separated everything
but the element we needed for analysis: thallium.
Then, using mass spectrometry, we were able to
measure variations in that element as a proxy for
changes in oxygen levels occurring over tens of
thousands of years."

"To date, there haven't been quantitative tools
available to scientists that are capable of accurately
measuring the rate at which oxygen depletion
happens," said Sune Nielsen, WHOI scientist and coauthor of the paper. "Can the ocean lose half its
oxygen in a thousand years? This new tool will help
us understand the rate at which deoxygenation was
happening in the past, and eventually estimate how far
present-day losses might extend into the future."

Based on the analysis, the researchers suspect that up
to half of the deep ocean had become oxygen-depleted
during Oceanic Anoxic Event 2, and remained anoxic
for an estimated half-million years before it recovered.
More significantly, they were able to draw a parallel

Along with warmer sea temperatures and ocean
acidification, ocean deoxygenation is yet another
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between the rate of deoxygenation then and modern
trends in oxygen loss now.

Fossil footprints challenge
established theories of human
evolution

"Our results show that marine deoxygenation rates
prior to the ancient event were likely occurring over
tens of thousands of years, and surprisingly similar to
the two percent oxygen depletion trend we're seeing
induced by anthropogenic activity over the last fifty
years," said Nielsen. "We don't know if the ocean is
headed toward another global anoxic event, but the
trend is, of course, worrying."
The new technique may lay the groundwork for
projecting future oxygen losses in the ocean. But the
scientists said that further insight into past
deoxygenation patterns is needed to push their
research forward. They plan to analyze additional
ancient sediments to investigate what ocean oxygen
levels looked like when large marine animals first
emerged and how those conditions changed over time.

The footprints were discovered by Gerard Gierlinski
(1st author of the study) by chance when he was on
holiday on Crete in 2002. Gierlinski, a paleontologist
at the Polish Geological Institute specialized in
footprints, identified the footprints as mammal but did
not interpret them further at the time. In 2010 he
returned to the site together with Grzegorz
Niedzwiedzki (2nd author), a Polish paleontologist
now at Uppsala University, to study the footprints in
detail. Together they came to the conclusion that the
footprints were made by hominins.

"At this point, we are only just beginning to
understand how oxygen levels in the ocean have
changed in the past," said Ostrander. "But with our
new tool, we've already learned that one of the most
extreme climate events in the deep-time sedimentary
record provides an uncomfortably reasonable
analogue for possible future ocean deoxygenation and
subsequent ecological shifts. We hope to be able to
leverage this information to gain visibility into what
the short-, medium- and long-term future will bring
for oxygen content in the ocean."

Credit: Andrzej Boczarowski
Newly discovered human-like footprints from Crete
may put the established narrative of early human
evolution to the test. The footprints are approximately
5.7 million years old and were made at a time when
previous research puts our ancestors in Africa -- with
ape-like feet.

Story Source: Materials provided by Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institution.

Ever since the discovery of fossils of Australopithecus
in South and East Africa during the middle years of
the 20th century, the origin of the human lineage has
been thought to lie in Africa. More recent fossil
discoveries in the same region, including the iconic
3.7 million year old Laetoli footprints from Tanzania
which show human-like feet and upright locomotion,
have cemented the idea that hominins (early members
of the human lineage) not only originated in Africa
but remained isolated there for several million years
before dispersing to Europe and Asia. The discovery
of approximately 5.7 million year old human-like
footprints from Crete, published online this week by
an international team of researchers, overthrows this
simple picture and suggests a more complex reality.

Journal Reference: Chadlin M. Ostrander, Jeremy
D. Owens, Sune G. Nielsen. Constraining the rate of
oceanic deoxygenation leading up to a Cretaceous
Oceanic Anoxic Event (OAE-2: ~94 Ma). Science
Advances,
2017;
3
(8):
e1701020
DOI:
10.1126/sciadv.1701020.

Human feet have a very distinctive shape, different
from all other land animals. The combination of a
long sole, five short forward-pointing toes without
claws, and a hallux ("big toe") that is larger than the
other toes, is unique. The feet of our closest relatives,
the great apes, look more like a human hand with a
thumb-like hallux that sticks out to the side. The
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Laetoli footprints, thought to have been made by
Australopithecus, are quite similar to those of modern
humans except that the heel is narrower and the sole
lacks a proper arch. By contrast, the 4.4 million year
old Ardipithecus ramidus from Ethiopia, the oldest
hominin known from reasonably complete fossils, has
an ape-like foot. The researchers who described
Ardipithecus argued that it is a direct ancestor of later
hominins, implying that a human-like foot had not yet
evolved at that time.

detached from the Greek mainland. It is thus not
difficult to see how early hominins could have ranged
across south-east Europe and well as Africa, and left
their footprints on a Mediterranean shore that would
one day form part of the island of Crete.
'This discovery challenges the established narrative of
early human evolution head-on and is likely to
generate a lot of debate. Whether the human origins
research community will accept fossil footprints as
conclusive evidence of the presence of hominins in
the Miocene of Crete remains to be seen,' says Per
Ahlberg.

The new footprints, from Trachilos in western Crete,
have an unmistakably human-like form. This is
especially true of the toes. The big toe is similar to our
own in shape, size and position; it is also associated
with a distinct 'ball' on the sole, which is never present
in apes. The sole of the foot is proportionately shorter
than in the Laetoli prints, but it has the same general
form. In short, the shape of the Trachilos prints
indicates unambiguously that they belong to an early
hominin, somewhat more primitive than the Laetoli
track-maker. They were made on a sandy seashore,
possibly a small river delta, whereas the Laetoli tracks
were made in volcanic ash.

Story Source:
University.

Materials provided by Uppsala

Journal Reference: Gerard D. Gierlińskia et al.
Possible hominin footprints from the late Miocene
(c. 5.7 Ma) of Crete? Proceedings of the Geologists'
Association,
2017
DOI:
10.1016/j.pgeola.2017.07.006.

More than expected hidden beneath
Andean Plateau

'What makes this controversial is the age and location
of the prints,' says Professor Per Ahlberg at Uppsala
University, last author of the study.

Seismic data suggests means of producing
massive volumes of continental crust

At approximately 5.7 million years, they are younger
than the oldest known fossil hominin, Sahelanthropus
from Chad, and contemporary with Orrorin from
Kenya, but more than a million years older than
Ardipithecus ramidus with its ape-like feet. This
conflicts with the hypothesis that Ardipithecus is a
direct ancestor of later hominins. Furthermore, until
this year, all fossil hominins older than 1.8 million
years (the age of early Homo fossils from Georgia)
came from Africa, leading most researchers to
conclude that this was where the group evolved.
However, the Trachilos footprints are securely dated
using a combination of foraminifera (marine
microfossils) from over- and underlying beds, plus the
fact that they lie just below a very distinctive
sedimentary rock formed when the Mediterranean sea
briefly dried out, 5.6 million years ago. By curious
coincidence, earlier this year, another group of
researchers reinterpreted the fragmentary 7.2 million
year old primate Graecopithecus from Greece and
Bulgaria as a hominin. Graecopithecus is only known
from teeth and jaws.

A true-color image of the Central Andes and
surrounding landscape acquired by the Moderateresolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS),
flying aboard NASA’s Terra spacecraft.
Credit: Image courtesy of NASA
Seismologists investigating how Earth forms new
continental crust have compiled more than 20 years of
seismic data from a wide swath of South America's
Andean Plateau and determined that processes there
have produced far more continental rock than
previously believed.

During the time when the Trachilos footprints were
made, a period known as the late Miocene, the Sahara
Desert did not exist; savannah-like environments
extended from North Africa up around the eastern
Mediterranean. Furthermore, Crete had not yet
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"When crust from an oceanic tectonic plate plunges
beneath a continental tectonic plate, as it does beneath
the Andean Plateau, it brings water with it and
partially melts the mantle, the layer below Earth's
crust," said Rice University's Jonathan Delph, coauthor of the new study published online this week in
Scientific Reports. "The less dense melt rises, and one
of two things happens: It either stalls in the crust to
crystallize in formations called plutons or reaches the
surface through volcanic eruptions."

quickly, it forms basalt, which makes up the crust
beneath the oceans on Earth; but there are still
questions about how continental crust, which is more
buoyant than oceanic crust, is formed. Delph said he
and Ward began their research in 2016 as they were
completing their Ph.D.s at the University of Arizona.
The pair spent several months combining public
datasets from seismic experiments by several U.S. and
German institutions. Seismic energy travels through
different types of rock at different speeds, and by
combining datasets that covered a 500-mile-wide
swath of the Andean Plateau, Ward and Delph were
able to resolve large plutonic volumes that had
previously been seen only in pieces.

Delph, a Wiess Postdoctoral Research Associate in
Rice's Department of Earth, Environmental and
Planetary Science, said the findings suggest that
mountain-forming regions like the Andean Plateau,
which geologists refer to as "orogenic plateaus," could
produce much larger volumes of continental rock in
less time than previously believed.

Over the past 11 million years, volcanoes have
erupted thousands of cubic miles' worth of material
over much of the Andean Plateau. Ward and Delph
calculated their plutonic-to-volcanic ratio by
comparing the volume of regions where seismic
waves travel extremely slowly beneath volcanically
active regions, indicating some melt is present, with
the volume of rock deposited on the surface by
volcanoes.

Study lead author Kevin Ward, a postdoctoral
researcher at the University of Utah, said, "When we
compared the amount of trapped plutonic rock beneath
the plateau with the amount of erupted volcanic rock
at the surface, we found the ratio was almost 30:1.
That means 30 times more melt gets stuck in the crust
than is erupted, which is about six times higher than
what's generally believed to be the average. That's a
tremendous amount of new material that has been
added to the crust over a relatively short time period."

"Orogenic oceanic-continental subduction zones have
been common as long as modern plate tectonics have
been active," Delph said. "Our findings suggest that
processes similar to those we observe in the Andes,
along with the formation of supercontinents, could
have been a significant contributor to the episodic
formation of buoyant continental crust."

The Andean Plateau covers much of Bolivia and parts
of Peru, Chile and Argentina. Its average height is
more than 12,000 feet, and though it is smaller than
Asia's Tibetan Plateau, different geologic processes
created the Andean Plateau. The mountain-building
forces at work in the Andean plateau are believed to
be similar to those that worked along the western
coast of the U.S. some 50 million years ago, and
Delph said it's possible that similar forces were at
work along the coastlines of continents throughout
Earth's history.

Story Source: Material provided by Rice University.
Original written by Jade Boyd.
Journal Reference: Kevin M. Ward, Jonathan R.
Delph, George Zandt, Susan L. Beck, Mihai N.
Ducea. Magmatic evolution of a Cordilleran flareup and its role in the creation of silicic crust.
Scientific Reports, 2017; 7 (1) DOI: 10.1038/s41598017-09015-5.

Most of the rocks that form Earth's crust initially came
from partial melts of the mantle. If the melt erupts
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today just several thousand years ago and then grew
back to its modern configuration. This finding
overturns the long-standing assumption that WAIS is
today as small as it has been for at least the last
120,000 years.
The future contribution of WAIS to sea level changes
is still shrouded in uncertainty. WAIS is large enough
that it has its own internal dynamics which is driven
by interactions between hydrological, mechanical,
and geological processes taking place beneath the ice
sheet. These internal dynamics may amplify, dampen,
and/or complicate ice sheet response to climate
changes. This “it’s complicated” conclusion is not
likely to grab headlines but, in my opinion, reflects
well the current state of glaciological knowledge of
WAIS.

Map Courtesy of Dan Day
N

Biography: Slawek is Full Professor of Earth Sciences at the University of California, Santa Cruz since July 2000. He
is a Fellow of the Geological Society of America since 2010. Slawek holds Ph.D. in Geology from CalTech and two
M.Sc. degrees, in Civil Engineering and Geology, from CalTech and Northern Illinois University, respectively. He
authored and co-authored nearly 100 peer-reviewed publications on ice sheet and glacier dynamics, permafrost
properties, and polar microbial habitats. His research has been funded by NSF, NASA, DoE, and Sloan Foundation.
Cumulatively, Slawek did nearly 3 years of field work in Antarctica, Iceland, Greenland, Alaska, and Arctic Canada. In
2006 the Advisory Committee on Antarctic Names named after him a mountain glacier on the highest mountain in
Antarctica, the Vinson Massif.
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